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For electronic items that sustain internal damage during shipment but have no visible external damage, you must provide a personal written statement detailing the condition of each electronic item before shipment.  The statement needs to be detailed and show how/why you knew the item was in working condition before shipment.  For example,
"I used the TV the night before the packer came and it worked fine," is inadequate.
Please attach your personal written statement(s) to this form.
ELECTRONIC REPAIR FORM
FOR CLAIMANT USE ONLY - PLEASE PRINT
An example of a detailed statement would be:
"The movers came on Monday, 20 May 2012.  I watched the Sunday night movie with my wife the previous evening.  Actually, we were watching Fox News that Monday morning when the packers came to pack my property.  We continued to watch TV on and off while they packed, when they finally packed the TV they wrapped it in padded brown paper and placed it in a box.  When my household goods arrived, my TV no longer worked and we took it to the repair shop."
FOR REPAIR FIRM USE ONLY - PLEASE PRINT
(please describe make, model & year of manufacture)
6.  There                                (check one) external damage to this item.  Description and location of the new external damage is:
7.  I                                   (check one) able to determine the cause of any new external damage.  To the best of my knowledge
and belief, the damage was caused by:
8.  There                                (check one) internal damage to this item.  Detailed description of the internal damage is:
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ELECTRONIC REPAIR FORM
INTERNAL REPAIRS
9.  I                                (check one) able to determine the cause of the internal damage.  To the best of my knowledge and 
belief, the damage was caused by:
10.  The specific reasons for any conclusions regarding the internal damage are:
11.  I estimate the cost of repairing the internal damage to be:
CLEANING, ADJUSTMENTS, OR OTHER SERVICES
TAX
LABOR
TOTAL
ADDITIONAL SERVICE CHARGES
12.  Please list any charges which are not actually necessary to repair this item for proper functioning.  (FOR EXAMPLE:  List charges for cleaning, adjustment or other services which would not be required except as for routine maintenance.)
ADDITIONAL CHARGE
EXTERNAL REPAIRS
13. If there is new external damage to this item that your firm can repair, what are those charges?
LABOR
TAX
EXTERNAL REPAIR PART(S)
TOTAL
ESTIMATE FEE
14.  Your estimate fee:
.  If your repair firm is afforded the opportunity to repair this item, will you deduct
your estimate fee from the total bill?  (please check one)
a.
b.
c.
PERSON PERFORMING ESTIMATE SIGNATURE (REQUIRED)
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